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Motivating Questions

What are the limits 

on corporate political activity?
---------------

How do legal regimes 

(such as corporate law and constitutional law) 

interact on these questions?
---------------

Implications for regulating corporate externalities?



Overview / Argument

• Answering these questions requires a more rigorous analytical 

framework:

1. What constitutes corporate political activity?

2. Who determines if  something is “political”? How?

3. What are the limits on firms’ political activities?

4. What are the limits on limits?

• → There is no defined rule or limiting principle to #1 & #2 that 

transcends specific legal regimes (e.g., campaign finance, corporate 

law, 1st Amendment law, etc.). 

• → Further, #3 and #4 are murky, contested, and subject to 

significant change through a dynamic process.

• [Caveat – U.S.-focused exploration for discussion]



What constitutes political activity for 

corporations?

• Lobbying?

• Expenditures on political nature?

• Contributions to politicians? Trade associations or 
nonprofits? Charitable organizations?

• Public statements on socially or politically tinged topics? 
(But what determines whether tinged?)

• ESG?

• Climate disclosures?

• Managing geopolitical risk?

• Share buybacks?



Why does it matter if  

a corporation’s activity is “political”?

• Potentially implicates 1st Amendment & standard of  
review/scrutiny → limits government sphere to regulate 
corporate activity
– securities regulation (“historical” approach? financial v. 

nonfinancial?)

– “purely factual and uncontroversial” commercial disclosure (Zauderer; 
NIFLA v. Becerra)

– commercial speech / disclosure (Central Hudson Gas & Electric 
Corporation & progeny)

– campaign finance disclosure (Buckley v. Valeo & progeny)

– content-based or political disclosure

→ Categories in flux & unraveling? (see, e.g., Americans for Prosperity 
v. Bonta) 

• And that’s just one example! It can matter for other areas of  
law (e.g., campaign finance, corporate law, etc.) and for other 
reasons (e.g., business risk, legitimacy, etc.).









Who determines if  activity is “political”?

How?

• Laws & regulations?

– Congress?

– Courts?

– Agencies?

– Attorneys general?

• Politicians? Political parties?

• Boards?

• Shareholders?

• Stakeholders? 





Limits on firms’ political activities?

• Legal:
– Campaign finance law, lobbying rules, etc.

– Antitrust, acting in concert rules, etc.

– Employment law, anti-discrimination law, etc.

• Market / governance:
– Shareholder pressure

• Shareholder proposals for board oversight/disclosures

• Shareholder election of  board, proxy fights, etc.

• Shareholder requests and litigation for books and records

• Shareholder divestment

– Stakeholder pressure
• Social media campaigns, boycotts, etc.



Limits on limits?

• Constitutional: e.g., 1st Amendment (sword & 

shield)

• Statutory: e.g., RFRA (religious), anti-

discrimination

• State corporate law: e.g., limiting how 

shareholders can exert/initiate power/voice 

(itself  subject to constitutional and statutory 

limits)









Current Debates & Directions

• Corporate political spending & disclosure reform
• Proposal to change corporate law so that corporate political expenditures are 

not ordinary business decisions subject to business judgment rule protection 
(Any traction? Subject to potential challenge.)

• Potential SEC mandate for disclosure of  public corporations’ political 
expenditures (Stalled – Any likelihood of  future change?)

• Voluntary pledges on a company-by-company basis: (Effective?)

– Pledge that the corporation will make no election-related expenditures 
or contributions with treasury funds (~ 20 companies in the S&P 500; 
note such a policy does not necessarily preclude membership in trade 
associations or support for 501(c)(4) organizations); 

– Pledge that corporation will have board oversight of  corporate political 
expenditures; 

– Pledge that corporation will subject a plan for corporate political spending 
to shareholder approval; or

– Pledge to disclose any corporate political expenditures.



Current Debates & Directions

• Climate risk disclosure rule

• SEC authority

– Within grant of  agency authority? Valid agency action?

– Major Questions Doctrine?

• Covered vs. protected speech

– Not covered by 1st Amendment? 

– Commercial speech → intermediate scrutiny?

– Compelled expression → strict scrutiny?



Current Debates & Directions

• ESG & Anti-ESG
• State measures

– Restricting consideration of  ESG in state investment strategies

– Anti-boycott bills targeting companies doing business with state 
governmental entities

– Promoting consideration of  ESG in state investment strategies

– Prohibiting public investment in certain industries (e.g., divest from 
fossil fuel companies)

– Requiring corporations to disclose GHG emissions or climate-related 
risks to the state

• Litigation

– 19 state attorneys general argued that BlackRock’s pressuring 
companies to advance net-zero carbon emissions lowered corporate 
profits and violated its fiduciary obligations



Conclusion
• A more rigorous analytical framework is needed to address 

questions concerning firms’ political activities and their limits. I 
propose the following as a starting point:

1. What constitutes corporate political activity?

2. Who determines if  something is “political”? How?

3. What are the limits on firms’ political activities?

4. What are the limits on limits?

• There is no transcendent definition or limiting principle across 
legal regimes that answers the questions of  what counts as 
political activity for corporations and who gets to decide.

• This reality makes it difficult to limit corporate political activity 
through legal rules, corporate governance, and markets (in 
addition to other challenges!).

• Furthermore, the limits to the limits murky, contested, and 
subject to significant change through a dynamic process.



Thank You
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